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Editorial
Welcome to the second anniversary issue of Sensual Treats Magazine. It's hard to
believe we are two years old already, and this is our tenth edition!
The emphasis of this issue is California and authors – our travel feature is the beautiful
Lemon Tree Hotel in Anaheim. Our featured author interview is the talented and
prolific best-selling writer Brenda Novak.
Also, featured are some authors you'll never really know by their real names. They are
the role-players who bring the work of J.R. Ward to life for fans and readers, every
day, via Facebook. They are fascinating in their dedicated presentation of this NY
Times author's wonderful Black Dagger Brotherhood series. I'm sure you'll find
this glimpse of their world an intriguing one.
Also, a peek at another author's response to role-play. Shayla Black has not only
endorsed her players, she joins them daily. We'll be talking to her in depth next issue,
but you can join the fun with her on Facebook via the links included in the introduction
we're printing!
And for you vampire fans, the first glimpse of an amazing series that will be out next
year! We've been given the video links and a brief intro by the authors!
As always, we thank you for your on-going support. This issue comes several weeks
late, for many reasons. Primarily due to this editor's illness and waiting for ads to
come back to us. I hope we'll be back on track with the September issue, of course.
Now, off we go!
Blessings to you Always,
Denysé & Heather
Editors/Owners

Authors and the Interpretation of Their Work
An Editorial by Denysé Bridger

For many readers who enjoy the work of their favourite authors, the worlds they read
about become almost real, and the characters who populate those worlds are as real as
the people we share our lives with and speak to daily. That is the reward all authors seek
when they share their visions and imagination, to know you've given someone not only
the challenge and pleasure of a story well told, but that you've touched them with your
vision and made it come to life for them.
In the past few months, I've encountered a phenomena called "role-playing" that takes
this vision and imagination to a different level and format. Moving past the idea of
simply enjoying a book, some fans have chosen instead to recreate the characters they
love as real people, and play out their interpretations, creating stories and relationships
that keep fans entertained between books in their favourite series’. It requires talent and
dedication to take on another person's vision, and it can be rewarding. It can also be
destructive, I've discovered, and maybe that needs to be addressed in some way.
This morning when I logged in to check messages on my Facebook, I spotted a question
from a role-player (rper) that I've just become acquainted with, and he had posed the
question to fan favourite JR Ward that he'd heard she hated rpers and he wanted to
know why she felt that way. It got me thinking about the various reasons I could state
for an aversion, since my experiences have been mixed, at best.
While I intend in no way to assume I can speak for anyone other than myself, I do have
some thoughts on this subject. I was asked a few months ago if one of my novels could
be role-played for readers. I said yes at the time, but have since retracted my sanction of
the idea. I've seen a lot more of the world of rp, and I have to admit, much of it has been
very ugly. Not to be entirely negative about this, I have met some truly stellar people as
well, and very talented authors in their own right. But too many seem to view this art as
their private playground where they make the rules and rule absolute. Nothing could be
more wrong, but that too seems to be an unfathomable concept for many to grasp. So,
let’s talk a bit about this whole idea.
Like all forms of entertainment, role-players attract their own groupies, because they're
actors after a fashion. They take the work of a writer and bring it to life with their talent.
This is what every actor does each time they open the pages of a script and go to work.
The groups I have been witness too most are in fact groups dedicated to JR Ward's
"Black Dagger Brotherhood" and Gena Showalter’s "Lords of the Underworld" series. In
some cases, the characters are brought to life brilliantly, through intelligent
interpretation and understanding of the author's creation. But like all artistic
endeavour, there is a dark side in many cases, and here perhaps is where the "hate"
comes in for authors/writers.

All fiction authors write and create for their audience, in the hope that their works will
be accepted and offer readers enjoyment. None of our work is meant to shield bullies or
people who want to hide themselves behind our creations while they hurt the very fans
we have done the work for! When you take on the guise of another person's creations,
you are interpreting someone else's vision, and no two people ever see any character in
exactly the same way, so there will always be subjective conflicts in the vision and
presentation. That's accepted by intelligent people, by adults who understand the reality
of diverse vision. However, with the privilege of bringing to life these characters, there is
also a responsibility to leave your personal grips and bitches at the door, so to speak.
Your prejudices don't belong in the guise of a character. Your responsibility to the
privilege of playing this role you've taken is to play it as the author wrote it - not as a way
to attack people you haven't got the courage to face in your own skin. Remember one
simple thing in all this – the name you take is not your properly, it belongs to the
author. You have no more right to it than any other player you meet, so don’t use what
isn’t yours to indulge in pettiness and power-plays against others.
At all times, remember that what you're doing - without sanction and approval of the
author - is skirting on the edge of illegal. If you are lucky enough to have an author
accept your request to play his/her work as an on-going role-play story, then you are
fortunate. Most groups start up and don't ever think to even ask the creator of the source
material. That is a violation of copyright laws, and intellectual property laws, and
probably a whole bunch of others that non-lawyers aren't familiar with for obvious
reasons.
If you intend to role-play, you have to accept responsibility for what you create, and you
also have an obligation to respect the author's books as your "canon" and respect his/her
fans - ALL their expressed opinions are as valid as yours. It is not up to you to tell any
fan where to get off or what is "right" in your interpretation. If you are asked questions
about your "role" then answer them to the best of your ability, but remember, this is
YOUR perception of the character, not the author speaking.
Much of this role-play, like all fantasy, is seductive and alluring. How easy is it to escape
the mundane routines of our lives and bury ourselves in the magic of other worlds? To
become someone who isn’t bound by the morals and dictates of society. It’s enticing, but
in a lot of cases it can also get dangerous, because it’s so much easier to live in a world
that you control, create situations where you orchestrate the play. For some people it
can become almost too seductive, and if the attraction runs too deep, it can cause a
separation from reality-based life. If the game is more engaging than the lives we’re
leading, the lines blur. On screen marriages and liaisons can become emotionally
intense, and then they just might tread onto the ground reserved for your real
relationship. If you’re playing out the sexuality of a marriage with a stranger, odds are
your partner’s going to be a bit twitchy about it, role-play or not. Something to think
about? This can all get too comfortable in a very quick space of time, and before long the
need to be in front of your computer might just be outweighing the need to be the real
you. The world you’re playing in belongs to the imagination of someone else, you’re just
a visitor, you have to remember that and treat it as such.

Respect the author by treating his/her fans with the courtesy they all deserve. Roleplayer fans - you have your share of responsibility, too. It is easy to understand how
some players become favourites, they bring their personal charm and warmth to the
roles, and some are simply better than others, as in all artistic forums. But, if a character
is written with a mate, or a special "quirk" that makes it impossible for them to engage
in a romantic flirtation with you - it is hardly fair to them report the player because your
expectation or hope of a bit of fun has met with failure. Role-play is not a front for
cyber-sex, don't treat players like whores and you'll find them wonderful friends.
Facebook is the current favourite place for much of the creative role-play of popular
fiction. It's a huge site, with rules and regulations designed to keep things as safe as they
can be with millions of daily users. There is room for everyone to do their thing, but for
some, they use the anonymity of the internet to plot, violate trust, and incite a lot of
negative and nasty hatreds. At the end of the day, everyone has a voice. Why use it to
spew venom and malign others when you can instead enjoy everyone? Think about that.
Role-play groups are filled with all kinds of people, just like real-life, and the rules of rp
are like the rules of real-life, if you want to fight and destroy, it will only bring you the
reward of what you are sowing. We talk often about regulating sites like Facebook, but
the real regulation needs to be done by the people who use, and abuse, these sites.
Possibly it is as simple as treating others with the courtesy and respect you want to be
accorded?

http://nikkitrueblue.blogspot.com/

Meet Brenda Novak
New York Times and USA Today
Bestselling Author Brenda Novak has
three novels coming out this year—
INSIDE, IN SECONDS & IN CLOSE.
She also runs an annual on-line auction
for diabetes research every May at
www.brendanovak.com. To date, she’s
raised over $1.4 million. Brenda
considers herself lucky to be a mother
of five and married to the love of her
life.
Ms. Novak, thank you so much for
being with us for our second
anniversary issue.
First, many people are aware of the
Charity Event you hold raises a lot of
money and awareness for Diabetes.
(I’ve donated stuff via one of my
publishers this year, by the way,
excellent charity!) What makes this special to you, is your involvement from a personal
experience? My dad was a diabetic, and I know there is still so much work to be done with
research and finding a “cure” for this.
I started Brenda Novak's Online Auction for Diabetes Research after my five-year-old son was
diagnosed with diabetes. Until that time, I was clueless about how devastating this disease really
is--and the huge number of people who have to deal with it. My fondest dream is to find a cure,
and that's why I've been raising money for the past seven years.
You have a wonderful website, and I love the idea of not only unique freebies, but your fan club
looks like a lot of fun, too. What made you decide on a fan club?
I'm glad you like the web site. I just had it redone and love how bright and clear it is. I started
the fan club because I wanted to do something special for those readers who really enjoy my
work—and to reward those who religiously buy my books. An author can’t continue to write
without the support of readers, so I’ve been building a community where my readers can have
greater access to information about my work and a lot of fun bells and whistles.
Do you have a favourite among your books? Something that spoke to you and from your heart a
little more loudly than other books? Is there a specific series that is a little closer to your heart?

My favourite book so far is INSIDE, which will be out June 28th. Some books are “gifts,”
meaning they almost write themselves. This was one of those. I love the gritty backdrop, the high
stakes, the strong conflict. And I love characters who have to overcome great odds but who are
worthy of the challenge.
As far as my favourite series, I’d have to say the DEAD trilogy (DEAD SILENCE, DEAD
GIVEAWAY and DEAD RIGHT). Those three books percolated in my brain for almost two years
before I wrote them, and the characters still feel like close friends to me. LOL
What do you feel is the most essential element to any story?
I think the most essential element is sympathetic characters. If we don’t care about who the story
is about there’s no point in reading. Conflict runs a strong second to characters that are
likeable/interesting/unique. If there’s nothing for the characters to overcome, no challenge,
there’s little point in spending time with them.
You’re obviously very successful and prolific, so is there ever a time when you wonder if you’ve
actually told the “last story” and intend to leave the writing world for a time?
No, never. I LOVE to write and hope to write until the day I die. The challenge to create a better
and better book each time I set out keep the challenge fresh and the work interesting.
You research and put a lot of time into making sure your books read with authenticity and drama
– how important do you feel it is to go this “extra mile” for romances?
I think it’s what makes the difference between a good book and a great book. I always try to add
that extra layer of authenticity. It helps the reader suspend her reality. My goal is to provide topnotch entertainment, and no amount of work is too much if it helps me create a better book.
Is there a book that you haven’t written yet, but one that is always in the back of your mind? Do
you think you’ll ever get to it, if it does exist?
I have a whole series I’ve been planning. It’s a historical series, so I haven’t had the opportunity
to write it yet (I’m busy full time fulfilling deadlines for my contemporary stories), but someday I
hope to venture into this new genre.
Is there a book that you wish you’d either never written, or that you could zap out of existence so
you could rewrite it?
No. I’m proud of all my books. I have some I think I did better on than others. I’d probably say
my first contemporary, EXPECTATIONS, is by far my weakest. It was the first contemporary
piece I’d ever attempted so I was still learning the craft. But I don’t think it's bad enough to wish
it didn’t exist. LOL
To date, what’s been the most exciting moment of your career? Is there something you’re
aspiring to that you want to achieve before you “retire”? (If writers ever really do retire?)

The most exciting moment of my career was probably when my agent called to tell me TRUST
ME has hit The New York Times. This fulfilled one of my fondest dreams. As far as the
future....I’d love to hit #1 on the list! :-)

Would you be willing to share a brief sneak peek at your newest work, or tell us about it, at any
rate?
You bet. Here's a blurb about the story, followed by an excerpt:
Virgil Skinner served fourteen years for a murder he didn’t commit. He’s finally been
exonerated, but he can’t escape the gang he joined in order to survive. They’ll do anything to
keep him from telling what he knows. And if they can’t get to Virgil they’ll go after his sister and
her kids.

The California Department of Corrections needs someone to infiltrate another gang, one that’s
taking control of the state’s most notorious super max. Virgil’s the perfect candidate--and he’ll
do it in exchange for his sister’s protection.
Chief Deputy Warden Peyton Adams is opposed to having Virgil in her prison. How will she
protect him if things go bad? Besides, she’s attracted to him; she might even be falling in love
with him. That makes her all the more desperate to keep him safe--and it gives him someone
else to lose.
Here's the set-up for the scene:
It's the middle of the night and Virgil is at Peyton's house because she's hiding him until they
can slip him into the prison as a "transfer" after the weekend. They've been going over various
members of the gang he's supposed to infiltrate, which has forced them into close proximity and
their attraction is sizzling. Still, she's trying to keep a lid on her reaction to him. Getting
personally involved with him could jeopardize her job, the investigation, maybe even her life
(since the gang goes after those he loves if they can't get to him).
Here's the excerpt:
Her chest rising and falling much too fast, Peyton stood in the middle of her office long
after Virgil had stalked out. She knew she needed to calm down, but she couldn’t. She was
caught in a web spun by her own emotions and desires—one that challenged every instinct she
possessed regarding self-preservation, not to mention sense of duty. She’d hoped to achieve
some sort of equilibrium with this new person in her life. But she couldn’t. For one thing, he
wasn’t someone she could talk to and simply explain how she felt--because he understood more
than she wanted him to understand, looked far deeper, to the hard truth, blanching at nothing.
For another, in all her years in corrections, she’d never encountered anyone so at war with
himself. That made everything more complicated. He understood that she was attracted to him.
She’d made that obvious enough. He also understood that she was fighting it--that she wouldn’t,
couldn’t, take a chance on someone like him--and he couldn’t help resenting it.
He’d said, You know what I want from you. If you want it, too, you don’t have to make
me dinner. You don’t have to view me as an equal. Hell, you don’t have to do anything at all.
Just ask. But somehow, he’d raised the bar. Now he acted as if he would accept nothing less than
her soul.
Squeezing her eyes shut, she counted her own heartbeat. Bu-bump. Bu-bump. Bu-bump.
It hammered away, refusing to slow down.
Go back to your room, close the door and lock it.
She promised herself she would. But once in the hallway she turned to the guest room and,
swallowing hard, lifted her hand to knock.
#
Virgil’s whole body tensed when Peyton came to his door. “Go away,” he snapped.
“That’s it?” she said.

Yes. No. God, he had no clue. He liked her and he hated her. Or maybe it was all she
stood for that he both liked and hated. He barely knew her, and yet she represented everything
he couldn’t have and everything he wanted all at once.
He’d be better off keeping his hands to himself. That was the one course of action where
he couldn’t go wrong. So he gritted his teeth and clung to his control. “Yes.”
He heard the weight of her footsteps as she left. Then his stomach knotted and his hands
curled into fists because he longed to hit something, something that would send enough pain
through him to crush the physical longing.
Pulling the pillow over his head, he ordered himself to let her go. But it wasn’t fifteen
minutes later that he got out of bed and descended the narrow stairs leading to her room.
“Peyton?” he called, once he reached her door.
It took her a moment to answer. He got the impression she couldn’t decide whether or
not she owed him that much. “What?”
“I’m sorry.” He didn’t know what else to say; he sure as hell couldn’t explain his actions
or his emotions.
She must’ve believed he was sincere because her pained expression dissolved and she
began toying nervously with the bottom of her T-shirt.
Once he allowed his gaze to fall lower than her face, he realized that the sweats she’d
worn earlier were gone. Bare legs extended to bare feet, the sight of which sent a fresh charge of
testosterone through him.
“I can’t figure out how to help you,” she whispered.
“Maybe I don’t want you to help me.”
“Then what do you want?”
For her to see him as a regular man. To desire him as a regular man.
“Take off your clothes.” His voice sounded so raspy he almost didn’t recognize it. There
was far more going on inside him than lust, but whatever else he craved was like an itch he could
never scratch. He figured he could be happy with pure sex. Being able to make love to a woman,
a woman like Peyton, was far more than he’d expected to achieve before returning to prison,
wasn’t it? So why had he tried so hard to resist?
She stood as if transfixed. Would she refuse? He’d made his request an order because
part of him hoped she would. That she’d save him, since he couldn’t save himself. The other part
felt as if he’d die a little inside if she shut him down....
“Why do you have to tempt people, challenge them, into not giving you what you want?”
she asked.

His chest burned; he wasn’t sure why. “This isn’t a psychoanalysis session. Are you going
to take it off or not?”
“No. Forget it. Just get out of here.” She started to turn away, but she didn’t close the
door, and he caught her elbow.
“Don’t say no,” he murmured.
She stared at him as if she was just as lost as he was. Then she lifted her T-shirt over her
head and let it drop to the floor.
Is there anything you would like to tell our readers today that hasn’t been asked?
Anyone who pre-orders INSIDE from Amazon.com, BarnesandNoble.com, Borders.com or anywhere else
(in any format) and forwards the receipt to my assistant, Anna (tinkabela776@gmail.com) will gain
access to the password protected part of my web site where they can vote on different aspects of my
books, read interviews with various criminal justice professionals and enter monthly drawings exclusive
to the club. They will also receive a free download (ebook) of OF NOBLE BIRTH, my very first novel,
which has been out of print for ten years and for which I just barely won back the rights.
Thank you, Ms. Novak for your time and all the wonderful stories, books, and work that you give to
devoted readers everywhere. It’s been a pleasure to have you with us. THANK YOU!! Please let me know
if you need anything else! Brenda

A series that will reinvent how people see the vampire world – raw, intense,
epic in scope…
Get your first glimpse of this exciting new series here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUl8GbyNo3w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGOwbSYQYL8

Woven into existence from the fabrics of Divinity, they are damaged. Altered beyond
redemption. Blood consumers. Pitied then cast out of Aeras.
The Bronx, New York. Vampires with a mercurial arsenal at their disposal, owning an
empire huge and secret, and so very deadly.
Impenetrable and unyielding, they are rulers of their own destinies. Or so they
thought. Blood, money, fast cars and women change these vampires beyond measure.
Street smart and money wise they are plunged into the hells of a global war that was
not their own, but it is one they can not ignore. Spiraling out of control THE ARMATI
fall as each one faces their destiny without a helping hand. Thrown into mayhem from
all different directions, while barely protecting humanity. They are now asking, who
will save them?
Book one in the Mercurians series, BLOOD CHAINS.
Vanis Talonite was born unto an existence of the purest form of any known evil. A web
of lies & deceit suffocated his every attempt, veering him off his intended path.
Trapped & bonded to the inner entity of darkness his body roams Bel Air seeking
something it doesn't yet possess. The Eleven are upon them both, executing orders of
war while his soul is forced to Zion Colby. Born of clean blood and married to Dane
Colby, Zion lives a life of suffocation, rules and expectations. Ripped from the shreds of
sanity to satisfy a game for the lesser of two evils, they are plunged into a desperate
game of survival. The Armati join the battle, following Prophecies for the inktress and
the ORG blow everything to smithereens as each seek to possess that which they can
not find. Evil assails Zion and Vanis from all sides, hell bent on destroying everything
and everyone that they have ever known.
RELEASED LATE SPRING 2012
By Authors: C.J. Vohl & T. Drakos
Mercurians is copyright and trademark protected©™
All of the characters named in this video are copyright and trademark protected©™
No claim is made to the individual images in the video. No claim is made to the
individual pieces of music.
JOIN THE AUTHORS ON FACEBOOK FOR UPDATES, SNEAK PEAK'S & QUOTES
FROM THIS NEW UP AND COMING SERIES.
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_205811636122953

Lemon Tree Hotel
What time of the year are you busiest and what do you feel the attraction is to that time
of year? Summer, spring break and all long weekends.
Do you have specific "lures" for each season? What makes the Inn as attractive in Winter
as it is in Summer? Price is lower in winter.
Do you cater to honeymooners, tourists, or people just wanting to get away from it all?
Or a relatively even balance of all the above? Disneyland visitors.
Does your resort ever act as the host for business seminars? Are you equipped for that
type of use, or are you more recreational in theme? No, but we can host small groups of
up to 40.

The décor of your Inn is stunning… the colour schemes are strikingly diverse, do you
find that adds to the attraction the Inn has for clients? It certainly appeals to me, I have
to admit!!  yes most people relate to the style.
What would you consider the biggest "attraction" of the Inn if you were attempting to
entice our readers to visit? Price , style, kitchens in most rooms, friendly staff, B& B feel.
Do you work with the local businesses to enhance the experience of a stay at your Inn?
No.
What makes your area of California the place to visit? Disneyland knots berry farm ,
conventions and local business.
Thank you very much for your time, and for telling us more about this beautiful place!!
Sensual Treats Magazine

There are many, many Role-Play Groups on Facebook who are bringing author J.R.
Ward's BLACK DAGGER BROTHERHOOD novels and characters to life. I've personally
been watching several of them for many months, and have made friendships with some
truly gifted and amazing writers through their efforts to allows fans to be part of Ward's
world in a small way. Of the many groups I've read, there is one that stands well above the
others for talent, integrity, and honesty in what they portray, and they denote their
players with the simple extension of Bdb at the end of their names, so if you're looking to
meet these amazing players, that's what you look for when searching. The Administrative
Team on this group demands high standards from the role-players in their group, and the
players deliver! To read the amazing stories created every day by these stand-out players,
you can ask to join the group here, but please be advised that it is an over 18 only group,
as Ward's books are meant for an adult audience, so is the play within the group:
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_164130196940990&ap=1
I asked the admin at Bdb if he would be willing to let me do this feature, and in the creative
spirit that dominates this fabulous group, he suggested a quick series of mini-interviews to
speak with everyone. So, here you are, meet the people of the Black Dagger Brotherhood!

The BDB Interviews:
RHAGE-MARY
1) Would you, Rhage, still walk away now from the BDB if Mary asked you too?
I would do anything for Mary, anything she ever asked of me I would be glad to serve her. I live to
do whatever makes her happy. *Licks his lips and winks at Mary*
2) Mary how hard would it be to raise another woman's child if Rhage was the father.
*looking at Rhage and imagining him with a young in his arms, rolling on the floor as he plays
with his young* would it be hard? if the mother of the child was gone and left Rhage with his child,
I would love that child as my own. it would be my "once in a lifetime" opportunity, considering.
ZSADIST – BELLA
1) Zsadist, how have you changed since becoming a father?
Z- who says I've changed?? *looks around scowling*
B- *laughs at her hellren as he glares around she sits by him* Come on love, you have a bit *looking
into his eyes and watches as he softens she lays her hand on his arm and waits for him to try that
one again*
Z- * lays his hand over hers and an uneasy smile pulls at his scarred upper lip* with my shellan
and Nalla I am.......easier, not quite the bastard I'm supposed to be, now I save all that for my
brothers and of course the slayers...*looks over at Bella to see if he got that right*
2) How does Zsadist still keep the love going and any regrets?
B- *nods lightly at him and squeezes his hand* Perfect love *looking at her question she smiles
softly knowing this will make Zsadist very uncomfortable* He's been very romantic since we've
been mated. Whether it's bringing home flowers or just running us a bubble bath he always
surprises me *leaning forward she brushes at his shirt seeing a string on it*
Z- *looks anywhere else but at the interviewer, whispering a plea under his breath* leelan!
B- *smiling as he pulls her hands away* Regrets? No not at all. I would never give this up. I got the
vampire I wanted and the young I always dreamed of but never thought possible *laughs as
Zsadist squirms again she stands up pulling him with her* Come on love, you can help me wash my
back but you'll have to catch me first *runs out of the room and heads to their room laughing the
whole way knowing he's right behind her.
BUTCH – MARISSA
1) You know Marissa fed Revhenge, what did that do to you when you found out?
Gee, thanks for bringing that up! Well I went a little crazy. It's a good thing Rehv didn't put a cap
in my ass and leave me bleeding out on his clubs floor and let his patrons dance in my intestines.

When I smelled Marissa on Rehv I lost it and wanted to kill him which really hurt me cause I liked
him so much. I mean Rehv is the shit! I knew he was a better match for her and he could give her
what she needed, mainly feeding her but not to mention the glymera and the wealth, things I didn't
have. Talk about feeling unworthy and from the wrong side of the tracks kinda thing. I wanted to
be able to take care of her in every way, and there he was Mr. Perfect all wrapped up in a sable
coat, fangs and all. I really wanted to bash his face in. My perfect Marissa deserved better than me
but I didn't give up cause I was and still am totally ate up in love with her.
2) Why did you pick Butch, Marissa?
*Smiling as she looks at her Hellren.* First and foremost he makes me laugh, he is extremely
handsome, he is caring and a wonderful male of worth. I'm sorry I have listed some of his many
amazing traits and not the reason why...for the first time in all my years of existence I felt as
someone was seeing me. Not seeing a provider of a service to let's say the King or the Glymera for
example, but as a woman and someone who could make choices for themselves. Someone who
could stand on their own two feet but was still right there beside them if they were needed. Was all
I had ever wanted, for someone to truly see me and my worth. When your heart is taken you have
made your pick and Butch took my heart by being the person to see me. *Walks over to Butch and
hugs him while whispering* I couldn't very well tell them you are hung like a stallion and once I
went Boston-Irish ex-Cop I was never going back.
VISHOUS – JANE
1) So newly marked Vishous, do you feel different? And why did you wait so long?
Do I feel different, yes, there is a sense of pride knowing she is MINE. Why wait? *rubs his hand
over his goatee and pats his pocket looking for a lighter. Sparking up a hand-rolled, he exhales
slowly* Well, to be honest, I've never really had this thing about commitment. All these centuries
with the brotherhood, and I never really shared any part of myself with them, feel me? Until Butch
came along, I never even thought of giving a part of myself to anyone, much less a mate. So, I guess
it comes down to trust and giving up control, I don't like to do that, true. Recently, I had this
'revelation' that you don't need to really know about, and Jane and I connected in a way that we
had been missing from the beginning. Afterwards, it was all I could think about, being her Hellren
in every way. *gives a slight smile of pride, that until now, most have never even seen*
2) Jane, what would you do with yourself if you and Vishous ever parted, being a ghost and all, I can't
imagine there's much work?
Honestly? I don't know. I hope that never happens, but if it did, well I suppose I'd stay here and
help the women at Safe Place or the Brother's if they asked it of me. *sighs sadly at the next
thought* Or, I'd go to the Other Side and stay with the Scribe Virgin to think things over.
REHVENGE - Ehlena
1) Rehvenge, how do you keep on top of the sympaths and being a mated vampire sympath
crossbreed?
*narrows his eyes at the interviewer* That is privileged information and only a select few are privy
to it so I'd like to know how the hell you happen to know about that. You do know that the last
person who stumbled upon something of this nature lost both his eyes, right? For now I'll keep this
to myself, but should you mention this again I'll have to pass it along to Xhex. *wraps his arm
around Ehlena and leads her away*

Phury – CORMIA
CORMIA – How have you changed since coming to earth from the other side?
Well, I'm not as innocent as I used to be thanks to my hellren. *laughing* Honestly, I feel like I can
still be a Chosen and fully support Phury as the Primale, but have an identity of my own. I still
support my sisters and the brotherhood as well as the SV, but have the opportunity to share my
ideas and make the designs I have in my head come to life (like Rehv's new place). I guess I feel like
I can make an even greater difference. *biting my lip* Oh, and not feel so guilty for being happy in
my own life!
Manny – PAYNE
1) Payne, everyone wants to know really, why Manny? And why so fast? And will you kill Xcor since
he still wants to kill the King?
Fast? You call that fast? It took him forever to take me in the way most take their mates. And as to
the why...Why not? The male is good with his hands! *Lowering her voice slightly* Plus, he gets
under Vishous's skin but is Butch's brother. *She gets serious as she thinks of the answer to the
other question* My loyalty is to King Wrath. But I do not believe that my blade nor my hand will be
the one to end Xcor.
XHEX-JOHN MATTHEW
XHEX:
1) If you had Lash in front of you now what would you do?
*smirks a little and sets the scene.* After knocking him unconscious, have him suspended from
hooks driven through his shoulders (which hopefully would revive him) rivers of black blood...
seeping from wounds in various areas of his body. Small deep slices to get the point across, but not
enough to kill him..... yet. Inflicting on him thrice fold the pain he inflicted on others. Once he was in
sufficient agony, taking a blunt blade and slowly castrating him.....
2) What is you most favorite memory of one another?
I have several memories that will last me a lifetime, and a lifetime to make more. But if you insist
on me picking just one .. I'd have to say it was standing at the top of the staircase and looking
down.. Seeing John standing there surrounded by his Brothers on our mating day.
JOHN:
1) If you had Lash in front of you now what would you do?
Rip his sorry carcass limb from limb, stomp through his face, and bathe in his blood. :)
2) What is you most favorite memory of one another?
My favorite memory of Xhex is the night we first met. She grabbed me, frisked me, took my gun,
and made my pretrans heart beat faster...

BLAY – QHUINN
1) Blay, we know your patience is at an end. If you truly didn’t get Qhuinn for your HEA, would you
stay with Saxton and why would you stay if he is your soul mates cousin?
*Sighs as the question that is asked is one that he doesn't really want to answer. To many
complications. Looking to the reporter he smiles slightly* To be completely honest I don't think I
could do it. I couldn't stay with Sax. I know he understands how I feel about his cousin but I
couldn't do that to him. I couldn't keep him in a relationship where the feelings aren't 100% mutual.
No matter what he may say I couldn't do it. *runs a hand through his hair and tries to put on a
smile* Let's just hope one of these days Qhuinn comes to his senses and knows that no matter what
has happened my heart is still his for the taking. *Getting a little lost in his own thoughts, of what
could be if Qhuinn were to ever let go of his fears, his own self accusations and were to show his
true feelings. Because no matter the looks nor the words that have been said, his true feelings lie in
his eyes. Even the times when they are flat and cold, they still reflect how he really feels. Looking
back at the reporter he tries for another smile as he stands up and nods* Thank you for your time, I
was happy to answer the question. *Heading back out, his mind turning over the question and all
the other answers he could have said, but he picked the one that was the hardest to say, but the one
with the most truth*
2) Qhuinn, how long is it going to take you to bypass Saxton and jump Blay’s bones.?
Do I really need to answer this damn question? *looks at the interviewer and raises an eyebrow.*
Fine. I won't touch him while he is with my damn cousin, true? No matter how pissed off I am, I
can't ruin his life any more than I have. I fucked up one too many times. I'm pretty sure I lost him
for good. *Shrugs and turns, pocketing his hands* I'm done with this. I don't want to talk about
this...
TOHR:
1) Ok, Wellsie’s dead, we’re sorry for your loss and you have come along way. What happens now and
would you ever love another?
What happens now you ask. How the fuck do I know? Glowworm is still following me where I go.
Who needs a flashlight. Although Oprah is ending so living with him might be even worse now. As for
love. *grins and winks at NoOne*
LASSITER:
1) Everyone feels along with me the sorrow of not finding out more about you, but tell us, why does
your ass glow?
NO ONE:
1) What do you feel about everything? Where you were and where you are now?
Overwhelmed to say the least. I mean I've watched my daughter throughout her life from a scrying
bowl but to see her, in person, being a part of her life....it is more than I ever could've hoped
for....the Scribe Virgin once again giving me another chance at life itself.

I could never complain about where I was. The Scribe Virgin could've have left me in Dhunhd since
I did take my own life and left a daughter for another to raise. I deserved to be left there but she
took pity on me because of the circumstances that drove me to that point. I’ve spent my time on the
far side contemplating what I had done and hot it had affected so many lives, not just mine. But I
cannot undo the past; I can only live for the future that is now unfolding in front of me.
Where I am now is where I should have been centuries ago. I know events in life happen for a
reason. What those reasons are do not show themselves right away. I have thankfully found myself
being a part of my daughter’s life now. I wish I could’ve have been there for her entire life but like I
said, events happen for a reason. As far as a certain male is concerned, Tohrment had saved my life
once and I repaid him by taking my own life. What I put him through was selfish. I can only pray
to the Scribe Virgin that he will at least see things from my point of view at the time and find a way
in his heart to forgive me. He is a male of true worth, a warrior for the race. To be a part of his life
again is more than I deserve and with what he himself has had to endure, I hope to be able to help
him recover fully from his loss. I owe him that and much more. Only time will tell what our futures
hold and if our futures are one in the same…
SELENA:
Do you still hope the primale gives you young? Would Cormia mind?
*blushes deeply* I would love if the Primale would give me young, experiencing the needing with
the one that was supposed to give us all young, when I first laid eyes on him I thought he was the
most fearsome male I have ever met and I dearly wished to be his First Mate, I was to excited to
meet him I was bouncing off my chair, ready to do his bidding... it would be my greatest honor to
carry his young and I would cherish that young with all my being *blinks back the daze she entered
remembering that day and the image of any young that they might have produce, then fidgets
uncomfortably* I think if I wished for young so very much, Cormia would permit me to lay with
her male but she is my dear sister, she loves her mate very much I would rather return to the Other
Side than hurt her deeply, if the SV permits I would lay with another male and carry that males
young instead.
SAXTON:
Do you really love Blay or are you just sticking it to Qhuinn?
Love? *Bows his head and sighs* It’s something I have denied myself to really contemplate. I am all
too aware of where I stand with Blaylock. His heart belongs to someone else. *Lips curl up at the
corner to form a wry little grin* But, I know this much, my cousin, Qhuinn, doesn’t factor into my
interest for Blaylock. *An expression of seriousness slides over his perfectly polished features* I
saw a male of worth, and I wanted him for myself; it’s as simple as that.
TREZ - iAM:
Tell us something we don't know about you?
iAm: Same question. One interesting thing?
Trez: *looks over at iAm, then chuckles, his deep baritone voice resonating like smooth, dark
chocolate throughout the room* Yes, brother, I was thinking the same thing. *turns back to their
interviewer with a grin, obviously enjoying an inside joke between siblings. Opens his plump, dark

lips and lets out a velvet, rumbling response* My brother and I aren't sharers of personal
information. How's that for something you don't know?
iAm: *both cross their arms over their chest, standing identically. Grins at his brother’s response to
the interviewer and nods in agreement. He rolls his eyes as Trez makes a comment mentally and
snorts* You know, brother, why did we even come to this? *looks around, rather annoyed at
wasting time*
Trez: *shrugs one large, lazy shoulder, then flashes their interviewer a handsome smile, his fangs
barely hidden from view. Rumbles out a near purr* Because, iAm, we're considerate like that. And
we intrigue them. *a second later he throws back his head, roaring out another deep laugh as iAm
sends him a second private remark down their mental path* Maybe you're right, my man. But I
still say we humor them. Go on. Tell them something interesting about yourself. *gives his brother
a single nod of encouragement, his vibrant green eyes flashing in amusement as iAm sighs heavily
and begins to think*
iAm: *thinks about it, then replies in his deep, James Earl Jones voice, his face very serious.* I
enjoy a monthly pedicure. *shrugs* Does that count as an answer?
Trez: *lips twitching, Trez turns his head to look at his brother. IAm’s expression remains stoic and
serious. Two seconds later, Trez's entire body begins to quake as he lets out another booming
laugh* Damn, iAm. Of all the shit - pedicures? Really? *turns back to the interviewer, shaking his
head. Points over at his brother with a large, dark thumb* We’re not related by blood. Truth or not,
it’s now my final answer. And I'm sticking to it.
iAm: *growls at his brother, his face serious, his voice deep, level and calm* Shut the fuck up, Trez.
I don’t want my toes looking all ragged, jagged and nasty likes yours. *Punches Trez hard in the
shoulder* At least I don’t wear green shit on my face and cucumbers on my eyes. You look like
walking veggie dip. *rolls his eyes at Trez and turns back to the interviewer* Trez is adopted- I
swear he is.
Trez: *grin drops off his handsome, dark features as his massive body goes tense. Bares his fangs,
his eyes flicking briefly to their interviewer then back again to his brother. Hisses low, returning
iAm's punch with one of his own* I cannot BELIEVE you just told them that shit. That’s it. You are
no longer welcome to enter my private quarters unannounced. *turns back, folding his enormous
arms back over his chest with a scowl. Lifts his chin, his deep, rich voice holding a tint of irritation*
I like smooth skin. Aint nothing wrong with that...
iAm: *looks to Trez, rolls his eyes* What the fuck ever man. That shit isn't right. *Turns back to the
interviewer* Make sure you print that. *slugs Trez in the arm again* At least I didn't tell her about
you still sleeping with a teddy bear. *tries not to laugh as he heads toward the door leaving Trez’s
mouth gaping open*
Trez: *spinning on his heel, hot on his brother's trail, Trez’s angry voice booms* you are such a
dick, bro. And it’s NOT a damn teddy bear. It’s a fuckin' grizzly. *shoves the backside of iAm's
shoulder, sending his brother stumbling* and you're not one to talk. I've seen the way that thumb of
yours finds its way inside that big-ass mouth every time you fall asleep... *continuing to bicker like
typical brothers, the two shadows disappear out the door*
DEL VECCIO & JOSE :
1) What are the chances of a love affair one lonely night out on patrol? *Chuckles* Enquiring minds
all want to know, since Blay & Qhuinn are taking their time.

2) Veccio, who are you bro? And Jose how many kids you got my man?
Thomas 'Veck' DelVecchio *Raises a brow at the odd question, chomping steady on his stick of gum.
Turns to Dela Cruz* Why are WE the ones getting’ asked the questions? Shouldn’t it be the other
way around?
Josè Dela *shrugs* Fans want to know. Besides, it’s a great opportunity, ya know, to be in their
shoes... *pretends to be an irritated suspect* I won’t say a word until my lawyer gets here!!!
*laughs*
Thomas 'Veck' DelVecchio *chuckles, nodding at Jose as he continues to chew like an NY Yankie up
to
batt*
Yeah.
I
know
my
rights.
*smirks*
Josè Dela Cruz *I know I get a phone call, and nobody read me my Miranda Rights. I'll sue your
ass *he chuckles and then goes serious* Ok, let's get this over with. What are the questions again?
Thomas 'Veck' DelVecchio *shrugs, his arms crossed over his broad chest* Apparently, the perverts
want to know if they're going to see any hot and steamy between us while we’re out on patrol one
night. *shakes head, smirking* I dont think my partner's wife would appreciate that. Besides, I
don’t swing that way. Now… *sits up straighter in his seat* if you all want to see me in action with
a hot little damsel in distress, *shrugs* who knows. It could happen *grins*
Josè Dela *his eyes go big* You mean...like Broke Back Mountain crap? Not that I watched the
movie, but I've heard of it... Anyway, no. No way in hell. I don't kick that way *he looks at Veck*
My sport is soccer, so I’d rather use the kick analogy. *turns back* But you can bet your ass that if I
did kick that way, Veck wouldn't even be my type. *looks back at his partner* And unless you want
to be sued, keep your hands away from damsels in distress.
Ok, so next question is for you, hotshot.*he reads and smirks* "Who are you, bro?".... OUCH!
*laughs*
Thomas 'Veck' DelVecchio *shoots his partner a droll look, then clears his throat* who am I. What
kind of question is that, anyway? I'm a homicide detective at the Caldwell PD. If I told you
anything more I'd have to kill you. *grins, then turns to Jose* Up to batt, detective. How many kids
you
have
running
around
that
house
of
yours?
Josè Dela Cruz *his face fills with pride* I have 2. My girl is the firstborn. She's a beauty like her
mother *he actually opens his wallet and takes out two photos* Here she is and here’s my boy.
Handsome like his daddy..
Thomas 'Veck' DelVecchio *raises a brow* What. You finally tracked down who his real pop is?
That’s fantastic, detective. *Veck’s shoulders shake with restrained laughter as Jose shoves his
wallet back into his pocket, giving his partner a "yeah, yeah, screw you" look. Suddenly, their radio
receivers go off, alerting them of a body that’s been found a few blocks away. Standing, the two
men say a quick goodbye and head out*
MUHRDER:
1) Are you connected to the kings assassins, Xcor and Thor?
Well I've been called a bastard many times, but as for a connection...I guess you'll just have to
follow the ghost of Eliahu Rathboone to find out *wicked grin*

LASH:
1) Any plans to take over daddies bad boy inc business and when?
I'm going to kill that mother fucker and kill the Black dagger brother hood. I'll save John Matthew
for last. I'll make him watch while I fuck Xhex and then kill him. Maybe I won't kill her. We'll see.
2) Are you trying to get Xhex back?
I just fucking answered that.
FRITZ:
1) Do you have any secret gossip or anything you over heard recently that will excite the readers?
*Continues polishing the cutlery as he speaks* Verily, it is a most interesting question but one that I
could not offer an answer to. The doggen bear witness to many events, many discussions and
arguments as they go about their duties. The reason that we are not accosted or omitted from
knowing this information is because we would never reveal them to another. The mansion is akin
to a high security Las Vegas prison; what happens here, stays here.
With that being said, there have been moments of insanity which you have witnessed. One does not
need reminding of Sire Lassiter’s naked invitation to Sire Qhuinn which occurred on the hallway
above the staircase. The carpet required an extra cleansing after that convening. *Looks up at the
reporter* Please don’t look so shocked, that is tame in comparison to many other uses the staircase
has bore witness to.
*He thinks for a moment* Verily, you have come all this way, thus I will give you one piece of
information though the identity of the wearer shall remain anonymous. There is a male here in the
mansion that is often seen wearing a pair of pink fluffy bunny slippers which he dons because they
are soft on his feet after a night of patrol. Who? *shakes his head* Verily, I have said more than
enough. Now if you’ll excuse me, I have many more duties to complete before first meal.

Sometimes, to know a person, you need to see their inner thoughts. The remarkable thing
about so many of the players in this particular BDB Role-play Group is that they not only
know their roles through the books, but they have a way of bringing them to life with such
realism, I can't imagine J.R. Ward herself not learning more about them. I asked one of the
excellent team if he would write a journal entry, in character, and allow me to talk to him
about it afterward. Rising to the challenge, this superb player gave me not one journal, but
three – connected to storylines being run within the group at the time of the writing. So, here
we have it:
Meet Qhuinn:

A Peek into the Journal of Qhuinn Lohstrong (Bdb)
May 5, 2011
I really hate writing, but I think I can get used to it. I mean, for fuck sakes, all I ever hear Tohr or
John talk about is how keeping a journal is one of the best things in the world. Well, let me tell
you, nothing beats a double on the rocks while kicking back, listening to your favorite music
blasting the windows out, but what do I know? I’m just a dual-eyed, glymera shunned, ass kicker
with zero tolerance for bullshit. I guess that ain’t bad either. The ladies used to love it and Blay…
I guess I need to stay on topic, but what the hell do I talk about? No one with a right mind would
read my shit. Full of bullshit and nonsense coming from a guy who can’t do anything right in
this damn world except throw a knife and hit the target in the heart. I don’t got no family to talk
about. They are dead and gone which is good I guess. Someone asked me the other day what I
was buying my mom for mother’s day. I told them a handful of ‘fuck you’s’ and a bag of ‘kiss my

ass for trying to kill me’ might be the best things to leave on their grave stones. See, that’s what
fucking pisses me off sometimes. People don’t realize how fucking good their lives are. I mean,
look at some of the people in the mansion. John’s lucky because he didn’t know his family. Some
of the women grew up in nice places with nice families who spent the holidays with them, not
lock them up in their room and pretend they weren’t there. Some of the guys were trained by
their parents. I’m not saying everyone in the house had it good, but it’s like they expect me to
come here and be happy that I now have this family that will watch my back when I need it. I
don’t need anyone to watch my back. I can take care of myself, true. I guess I’m not supposed to
lie in a journal. I want that happiness I see in everyone’s eyes when they walk around. I can hear
them whispering sometimes. They say my eyes look dull and blank, like I have no happiness in
my eyes. They say that the only time I look happy is when I’m with Blay. And I guess they are
right. I am happy when I’m with Blay. I should have sucked up the courage a lot sooner and told
him how I felt. I just didn’t think with my heart. I thought with my head a lot. It’s hard to grow
up sometimes.
Entry 1: Reading the first entry Qhuinn allowed me to see, I was struck by his sense of isolation
for the very life he was part so much a part of, and wondered if there was there a specific
incident that became the decisive moment in which he knew it was time to follow his heart and
stop listening to his head, Qhuinn? I also wondered if he thought that now he'd made the
commitment to Blay, could he find his way to happily ever after? So, I asked him!
"Denyse, you know those moments when you stop and think to yourself, "what the fuck are you
doing?" Well, maybe you don't have those moments, but I do a lot. When Blay came home with
Sax that one night and told me they were together, I lost it. I've been lost since then. I stopped
eating, stopped feeding right, all that bad shit that turns you into a walking zombie freak. So,
one night, Blay was yelling at me and trying to make me eat something and I had the "what
the fuck" moment. I knew I loved him but I realized I was being even more of an idiot by not
saying anything. So I told him. What scared me even more after that was the fact that he gave
up his relationship with Sax in order to be with me because he still loved my ass, even after all
the shit I pulled for years. I honestly think that now, we can make this work. I'm willing to give
up everything to be with him, I made the decision and
once I make up my mind, there's no changing it, true.
I guess we will just see where this goes."
May 6, 2011
I got my ass beat tonight, true! Fucking lessers don’t
know what it means to stay down even if it bit them in
the ass. See, sometimes I hate going on rotation cuz
I’m usually one of the ones that gets stabbed or shot.
Why? Because John doesn’t always put his head in the
game. I get it. I do. I’m his Ahstrux Nohtum and that’s
a life sentence until he either kicks the bucket, I kick it
first, or Wrath and Vishous kick mine for me and fuck,
that would be a bitch, you know. See, I’m pretty damn
sure I’ll be kicking my own. Xhex has been away for a
while up at the colony with Rehv, and that’s tight and
all, except for when you are John Matthew’s Ahstrux
Nohtum and you have to go out on rotation with him
when all he wants to do is demat to the colony to get a

few hours of horizontal dancing. The guy’s wound up so tight, I touch him and he sets off like a
fucking bullet. That’s why tonight's rotation was a complete disaster. Damn idiot wasn’t paying
attention to a lesser coming up behind him and I had to be the one to dust the shit’s ass. What
does it get me? A knife in the shoulder, so I’m lucky I can even write on this paper without it
flying all over the damn desk. Shit, I’ll heal by tomorrow but when Blay is your boyfriend, you
have to keep the wounds on the DL, you know what I mean? Poor guy freaks out when I stub my
toe for fuck's sake. I love him, I do. I wouldn’t be giving up the shit I used to want so bad if I
didn’t. I just don’t want to worry him. That’s why I told him I was too tired tonight to hang and
play X-Box. I don’t need him seeing my wound. Shit, I’m going soft on page. I’m done.
Entry 2: When you're injured, which is inevitable, why do you find it difficult to allow Blay to
see you vulnerable? You're often damn near suicidal, now that you and Blay are together, do you
feel inclined to be a little more self-aware and self-protecting, knowing what losing you would do
to him?
I am NOT suicidal!… Okay, fuck it, I can be. I've always hated Blay seeing me fucked up and
shit. The main thing that sets me off is that, because of my fucked up eyes that the Scribe Virgin
HAD to fucking give me, I've always been turned away and felt vulnerable because of them.
Rejection and shit. I just think one day, maybe, Blay is going to realize how fucked up I really
am and up and peace out. So, better to be strong and not let him see me vulnerable and shit,
true? That way, maybe he won't get to that point.
Like all good role-play teams,
stories are created that fit within
the confines of the novels as the
author writes them. A recently
played storyline with this
excellent group proposed the
idea of Qhuinn being the male to
serve a Chosen in her needing.
The result of their union was a
pregnancy, and this is the
aftermath
from
Qhuinn's
perspective.
May 15, 2011
Selena had a miscarriage. I guess
that’s a good thing. I mean, I let
her fucking use me for her
needing shit only. I didn’t expect
her to get pregnant. Fuck, after
that glimpse of that little blonde
girl with my eyes, I never want to
bed a female again in my life, and
yeah, especially with Layla or any
other Chosen. They would be just
as fucked to have that kind of
child, more so than being with
me. So I’m glad Selena lost the

baby. But I’m fucking pissed too. Does that even make sense? Probably not but shit man, I’ve
always wanted a kid and that could have been my chance. That’s probably why Blay isn’t talking
to me right now. He up and left when Doc Jane and Manny started treating Selena. I really wish
he had stayed. Fuck, I could have used the fucking support. What did he think? I’m going to up
and leave him because of the kid? After all this time and finally agreeing to be in a relationship?
Man, what trust we got there, true? I just need to get out of this funk and get back into the game.
John’s waiting. Blay probably is pacing and running a hole into his carpet. I’ve got a job to do.
Who wouldn’t want to be me?
Entry 3: You've always wanted young, and a "normal" life – the storyline in which you almost
became a father was brilliant, by the way – how do you see your future now that you've accepted
a new path that will take you very far away from what you once wanted?
It is what it is, Denyse. I'm with Blay and it's going to stay that way. Yeah, I want young and
we have spoke about adoption once after this whole shit went down, but at this point, I don't
think it's going to happen. My job with John could and, most likely, will end my life one day. I
can't leave Blay alone with a kid. Plus, who is going to give a freak a kid when even the
glymera won't look him in the eye?
Thank you, Qhuinn – for your time and for sharing the creative perspective of your role.

You can find and friend Qhuinn here on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001964573281

A story of the des Quatre-Frères, created by C.J. Elliott ©
Characters used with permission

When she had first received the friend request on good old Facebook, she’d wondered
what was going on – for about a minute – then she’d spotted several more just like it.
So, fictional characters with their own Facebook profiles – what a great promo concept!
She’d decided she was in, she was an author, too – she knew how hard it was to hook a
reader, and this looked like fun! It didn’t take long before one of the fictional heroes,
Rémy, stood apart from the others, and the banter began to take on the tone of a love
affair building. So much so, in fact, that friends began to ask about her and the guy
named Rémy. Strangely, he was hers in the moments that they played the game to
promote her friend’s series of books. It’s probably why the whole thing was so effective,
the eerie kind of connection that had been forged was playful, but also romantic.
As the weeks passed, the love affair became a source of curiosity, and laughter, and
decidedly priceless promotion. It wasn’t until an evening on Facebook that was filled
with joking that led to conversation about a party, Mexico, tattoos, and tequila that she
really began to wonder about the whole thing. All the Brothers, the des Quatre-Frères,
had distinct and strong voices. She’d given credit for that to her talented friend. Each

brother, Rémy, Matéo, Sébastien, and Aimé – all with skills, personality, and unique
charm that felt much too real sometimes. It wasn’t hard to fall a little bit in love with the
fantasy of it all, and even easier to understand why others had questions.
When the invitation arrived in the mail one day, she thought for sure it had to be
another promo plan. It was an invitation… to a private party being held at a lovely place
called Sommet Bleu. She figured CJ was really playing the promo up in a big way, so she
RSVP’d and said she’d be there the following week, as requested.
***
Sommet Bleu was a resort in the middle of a wilderness she discovered days later when
she arrived at the place. CJ met her at the door, her smile wide and happy.
“Everyone’s been waiting to meet you,” she said after a huge hug and happy giggles were
exchanged.
“Everyone?”
“You’ll see,” was the mysterious reply. “Reese has been anxious to talk to you, too.”
She did a double-take, but CJ was already halfway across the room and someone who
looked distinctly like a security officer was looking over her invitation, and issuing
orders that her small bag be taken to a room in the guest quarters.
This was one hell of an elaborate promotional gimmick!
Twenty minutes later, she’d changed clothes and was being escorted to the afternoon
party. Her jaw dropped when she saw the familiar faces of characters from CJ’s books,
all of them were mingling with assorted guests. The images from Facebook were living,
breathing, and present. Actors, of course, but it was still incredible.
Something tingled at the base of her skull when she spotted the laughing, dark-haired
man with his back to her. The lurch of her stomach and the surge of her pulse was
disconcerting. Rémy. It had to be him.
As if he’d heard her, he turned around and the second recognition was even more
shocking as she gazed into his eyes for the first time. Those eyes had reached out to her
from an image on a computer screen, and she’d felt a real presence whispering to her
spirit, touching her across a world that wasn’t real. Looking at him now, she felt the pull
magnified to almost unbearable intensity. He put his drink on a table and walked
toward her, every motion graceful and sure. He moved like a predator, yet everything
about him screamed reassurance to her.
Rémy was tall, his dark hair short and stylish, but slightly ruffled and wild looking.
Broad shoulders pulled at the smooth material of his white shirt, and her look dropped
to the gleaming buckle of his belt when sunlight glinted off it. She finished the fleeting

appraisal, suddenly far too conscious of the long, lean length of his legs, encased in dark
jeans, and the polished black boots that completed his simple but elegant attire.
“You are even more beautiful in person, mon amour,” he said when he stood in front of
her and took her hands in his.
Her head jerked up and she stared, unable to do more even while her brain raged at her
imbecilic behaviour.
“What am I supposed to call you?” Her voice was strained, and the shaking inside her
was notching up to earthquake intensity.
“What you always call me,” he replied with a wink.
“Your real name?” She pressed, eyes narrowing as he stopped and peered intently at her.
“Rémy.”
She sighed and looked around, trying to locate CJ in the midst of this madness.
“Our Authoress is busy with other guests,” he informed her. “Would you like to meet my
brothers?”
Dazed, she mumbled what must have been agreement and followed him, enchanted far
more than she should have been by his presence. Was it possible that she’d fallen into
this game so deeply that she was imagining herself in love with the man who had given
Rémy his face. It was CJ who did the Facebook stuff, they coordinated and played it for
all it was worth, and it was generating sales and forging friendships that would last long
after the series of stories was done and out there for readers.
She met them all. Sébastien was cool and courteous. Aimé’s welcome was warmer, and
gentler in tone somehow. She felt a ripple of power brush over her when Matéo’s
shrewd, sharp eyes measured her for a few indeterminate minutes before he embraced
her – no, she amended silently, before he accepted her presence.
For the next few hours she mingled with fascinating people, but none as alluring as
Rémy, who never left her side, flirted outrageously as they did on the website, and was
as attentive as any man in love. If any of it had been real, she would have adored him…
But none of it was, they were actors playing roles, however elaborate the game was. She
needed to remember that!
The day slowly retreated, giving way to the persistent, encroaching darkness. Under the
thickening cloak of night a glowing moon rose to kiss everything with silvery frost. Rémy
was at her side moments after Matéo, his bride Reese, and the rest of the family had all
said goodnight and drifted back into the spacious confines of Sommet Bleu.
“Would you like me to walk you to your room, ma belle?”

“You can stop the act now,” she told him. “There’s no one else here.”
He frowned slightly, but made no verbal response. He put his arm around her and led
her inside, every step sure and straight, despite the lack of light. She wanted to turn into
him and let his very essence fill her veins, the way she knew “Rémy des Quatre-Frères”
could fill the void in her soul if he’d been real…
They were at the door of her room and he turned her to face him.
“Tell me to go, or I will stay,” he whispered, his voice tainted with something mildly
warning in tone. “I promised CJ that I would let this be your choice.”
“What?” She was utterly confused now. “You’re an actor playing a role. Don’t get carried
away!” His mouth set in an angry line and something dangerous flared in his dazzling
blue eyes.
“Was it you on the pages of Facebook, or was it CJ?”
“Who do you think it was?” he challenged.
“You.”
He eyed her, weighed his reply, then simply nodded.
“Why?”
“This wasn’t supposed to happen.”
“What wasn’t?”
He glanced over her shoulder. “Let’s talk inside, security is everywhere because of the
wedding parties.”
She stared stupidly for a moment, then shrugged and walked into the bedroom ahead of
him.
She sat on the edge of the bed, and he kept his distance, watching her closely. After
several minutes passed in silence, she dragged in a shaky breath. She was in a bedroom
in a place named after a fictional estate, face to face with a character from a series of
books… Face to face with someone whose name was a mystery, but someone she was
almost in love with anyway… Clearly she’d entered the Twilight Zone somewhere
between home and here.
“Who are you?” She asked the question with trepidation, her heartbeat roaring wildly in
her ears, so loud she was certain he could hear it, too. Blue eyes sparkled with the
familiar mischief she’d come to expect from him.

“I think you know, ma belle.”
“I know you’re CJ’s actor friend, the face of Rémy des Quatre-Frères, but I’d like to know
who you really are,” she replied.
“What does your heart tell you?”
Dear God, he didn’t really want to know that, did he?
His brilliant blue eyes seemed to grow more intense with each pounding pulse of her
heart, and she was mesmerized by him, just as she’d been all day. The air around them
felt like it was mutating and sizzling with undeniable desire and something wildly
exciting.
“My name is Rémy des Quatre-Frères,” he said, his soft, textured voice a rasp of sound
that poured over her raw nerve-endings. “And you have been mine forever…” His voice
grew deeper and ended on a growl.
She stared it disbelief as he took a step toward the bed and leapt… the air shimmered
with a million glittering shards of ice and diamonds… when the waterfall of miniature
stars fell away she stared into azure eyes that were even bluer than a moment before –
and the weight of the magnificent black wolf rocked the bed as he settled next to her, his
gaze never leaving her…

http://cobblestone-press.com/catalog/author/cjelliott.htm

Exciting news for fans from
New York Times Best-seller Shayla Black:
For anyone who isn’t familiar with her, Shayla Black (aka Shelley Bradley) is the New
York Times bestselling author of nearly 30 sizzling contemporary, erotic, paranormal,
and historical romances for multiple print and electronic publishers. She lives in Texas

with her husband, munchkin, and one very spoiled cat. In her "free" time, she enjoys
reality TV, reading and listening to an eclectic blend of music.
Shayla has won or placed in over a dozen writing contests, including Passionate Ink's
Passionate Plume, Colorado Romance Writers Award of Excellence, and the National
Reader's Choice Awards. Romantic Times has awarded her Top Picks, a KISS Hero
Award and a nomination for Best Erotic Romance.
A writing risk-taker, Shayla enjoys tackling writing challenges with every book.
Recently, Black did something that has fans applauding her and happily buying up her
books–she’s not only sanctioned the use of “role-play” as a promotional tool for her
Doomsday Brethren series, she is an active participant in the daily activity of her group
on Facebook.
While some authors are out-spoken with their fears and misgivings about allowing fans
to role-play their characters, Ms. Black has taken the initiative and joined them, seeing
for herself the very positive impact this can have on promotion. With talented and
creative people stepping in to bring her characters to life for fans, and her own presence
to see that things remain fun and friendly, she’s just bought the kind of publicity no one
can buy at any price.
So, if you have yet to experience this popular series of books, you can find them all with
a quick visit here: Meet The Brethren:
http://www.shaylablack.com/DoomsdayBrethren.html
There is a free novella listed to whet your interest: FATED
http://www.shaylablack.com/fated.html
And if you want to join the group and Shayla on Facebook, here’s the link:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Shayla-BlackShelley-Bradley/132991689785
The Doomsday Brethren Role-Play Group is here:
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_171073539609382
Any way you look at it, this is author-fan interaction as its best, and Ms. Black has seen
the value in it. Drop by, and join both groups, you’ll be amazed at the talent involved in
all of this!!

Submission Guidelines for Sensual Treats Magazine:
PHOTOGRAPHS:
ALL photos will be credited to the photographer/owner of the images, and with your
permission, uploaded to the photo gallery once the issue in which they appear has been
published. We will require a written statement saying that you are the owner of the
photographs and that they are being used with your permission.
ARTICLES:
We ask that you contact us first if you have an idea for an article you would like to
submit. Once your topic is approved, we will set a deadline if you want it to appear in the
next issue. If that deadline is missed, your article will appear in the next issue with an
available opening, once it’s been edited and approved for content.
Articles can be on a variety of subjects, as long as there is a connection to romance, or
will be of interest to our readers. Sexuality, spirituality, travel, food, any of these things
are very welcome. If you have something that you think would appeal but doesn’t fall
into the typical classifications, just send us a quick email and we’ll talk about it! Topics
are very flexible, and we love diversity.
If you use research sites that you think will be of interest to others, please do include
them in the article, or list them at the end, so we can share them with everyone.
FICTION:
ALL genres of romance are welcome. This is not an erotica magazine, so keep your
“heat” rating to a tone that will be acceptable to all readers. Four letter words and
multiple partners are not what we want for the magazine, ok?
Word count in the range of 1000-3500 words is ideal. If you have something longer, or
shorter, let us know and we’ll see about accommodating you if it’s at all possible and the
story is one that merits a longer word count being accepted.
Fiction will be edited for content, grammar, and the usual typographical errors.
Thank you for your interest and support, and we look forward to hearing from you, and
working with you. If you have ideas that fall outside the above categories, let us know,
please?

